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C.V 
 

 

 

Name _Surname:Rajha.M.Sheab 

Qualification: (M.A.) IN LAW. 

Nationality:Iarqi 

Material Status:Single 

Home address:Iraq –Baghdad 

Tel:009647707897835 

Email:alrazak2008@gmail.com 

Scientific and educational qualifications:- 

Education-1 

 
-  Graduated from elementary school Al Sharkay in Al karada 

 

  - Graduated from high school Al Sharkay in Al karada 

-Graduated from College of Law ( Baghdad University) in Iraq. 

so worked at the court in Iraq. 

-Nominated to the judicial Institute course to study about  judicial's 

executor for promotion. 

-Graduated from Judicial in Statute in Iraq with superiority. 

I  have been promoted to Justice Executor as judge in the court in 

the Justice Ministry, so I had been resolved  50 issues resolutions 

about  diverse issue daily, according to the decisions of  the judge, 

actually my position is retrieval of rights to owner. which should 

be executed compulsory in the case of any debator did not obey the 

law, so this is the biggest risk and the kind of  adventure some 

times lead to either injuries or to death in the  case of the real estate 

evacuation. Despite the justice executor get a lot of experience 

more than judge because the justice executor coexists with the 

issue .As well as Women's Rights. 

 -I had been executed   whole resolutions of court about various 

issue than I was obtaining the rights of creditors via whole the 
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measures executive. So predominatingly,  the debtor's founds are 

sold by auction. 

-I supervise and trained more than thousands students at various 

levels, such as judicial institute, faculty of law and institute of 

Technical Administration students.  

-Representative of the Minister before the courts. Plus to the 

justice executor. 

-Nominated course of Iraqi-American Chamber of commerce and 

Industry towise. 

        Gradated from course of Iraqi-American Chamber of  

commerce and  industry . 

-According to I faced force majeure lead me to migrate out Iraq. 

I had been study master programmers in International Law four 

years. About collective security in Iraq in 1990 -2003 as legal 

scholar.  

- Ministry of Justice issued judgmental resignation in February 18, 

2007. 

Gradated from EMU EPS on ELT test in North Cyprus. 

July 2011  Graduated from NEU Master in International Law in 

North Cyprus. 

I came back to my home land according to resolution of council of 

ministers 441 in 2008 because I am scientific competencies. 
worked lawyer in Iraq. 

I had been  lectured at   Implementation Law and property 

 

 Registration Law in Iraq, since fife years at Middle Technical 

university, technical Institute of Management, Baghdad Legal 

Administration Department. 

Recently, I have been designated Assistant lecture at Technical 

Institute of Management of Middle Technical University.  

 
2-Associations and Syndicate  
                         1- Justice Executor as judge in the court in the 

Justice Ministry. 
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2- Member Iraqi Jurists Union / Headquarters . 

3- Member of the of Iraqi-American Chamber of  Commerce   and 

Industry. 

4- Judicial expert. 

5- Member of the BAR ASSOCIATION-REPUBLIC OF IRAQ 

since 29/ 11/ 2012 not renewed.  

6-Iraq teachers Union.               

3-Experience 
-Judicial assistant in the court. 
-Justice Executor as judge in the court in the Justice Ministry.  

-Representative of the Minister before the courts. 

-Lawyer. 

-Judicial Expert.  

-I have experience at education of university. 

4-Expertise in the field of teaching 
1-I had been lectured at   Implementation Law and property 

Registration Law in Iraq, since fife years at Middle Technical 

university, technical Institute of Management, Baghdad Legal 

Administration Department. 

2- I studied legal readings in English for a year at the Technical 

Institute of Management. 

3- Scientific supervisor on the application of the students in the 

courts and departments of execution and a notary. 

5-Research, studies, seminars and workshops: 
1 - Research on the elements of crime in the Iraqi Penal Code 

graduation project. 

2-Join at several seminar about development executive measures to 

get the rights. 

3- I had been study master programmers in International Law four 

years. About collective security in Iraq in 1990 -2003 as legal 

scholar.   

4-Workshop to remedy administrative corruption. 
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6-Publications 

 
Student assistant of a summary of the implementation law in the 

form of lectures. 

7-Other skills: 

 
- Languages: Arabic and English (speaking, reading and writing) 

- A computer and the Internet (windows and office software 

systems) 

- Turkish language talking. 

 

8-Thanks and appreciations 

 
Thanks and appreciation and reward: by the Minister of Justice 

As well as thanks from the boss. 

 

 

M. M,Rajha shehab 

 


